
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLOT SUMMARY 
 
This trip full of feelings and different stimulus swept us from the hand of the           
wine-grower poet to the dream world, fantasy and illusion, playing with visuals 
metaphors and the constant seduction of the music and movement, which like 
the own culture of the wine since ancestral time sail from the classic feeling to 
the expression more contemporary, providing an suggestive cocktail with 
ingredients of dance, dramatic actions and special effects that soak the proposal 
“In Vino Veritas” of magic and poetry. 
The wine also is one of the roots of the artistic creations and we have wanted to 
go on, in the conception of this spectacle, the French surrealist people’s 
footprints, without forget that in the thirty years they met themselves when the 
day was almost finished around the wineglasses in their meetings. 
The presence and the performing movement of the characters take inside their 
pass, the experiences, the visions and the future of our winegrower traveller. 
The atmosphere goes enveloping us in a glass dance through one set full of 
elements with a disproportionate size which transmit an very comic view, 
striking and original of the wine world: very big bottles, wineglasses, liquids… 
each one has their own symbolism and it’ll invite us to go in different 
choreographies which express innermost and universal emotions in the human 
condition, like the solitude, hope, enthusiasm, gladness, disgust, violence, lust, 
tenderness… the dreamed feelings and in a sense utopians like the search of the 
individual freedom. 
Each time that appear an corkage the audience will go inside in a intense walk by 
the path of the great feelings: images, smells, sounds, touches, and a great dose 
of good taste which will make us laugh, move us, vibrate and investigate in our 
inner world until arrive to found that so mystery and dreamed six sense.    
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